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Our Mountain Harbour “quilt” was unveiled and installed on our Clubhouse wall earlier this 
month.    The unique design is part of the Clay County Barn Quilt Trail and benefits Historic 
Hayesville Inc., a main street affiliate dedicated to building stronger communities.  All around 
town you will see quilts on businesses, each with its own unique touches.  The idea to part-
icipate in the Quilt Trail was that of resident Liz Hickok who along with help from Nancy 
Walvoord raised private funds from the neighborhood to have our quilt created and hung         
at the golf course.   
 
The quilt represents the four seasons in the mountains and the four “golf ball looking moons” 
make it a perfect fit for our lifestyle and community.  The quilt also pays homage to past 
presidents Wayne Watson, Kurt Hoffman and   Dave Larson whose leadership during hard     
and difficult times has positioned us for a resurgence and comeback as a desirable and 
attractive place to raise your family or retire.   

 
In my short time as President (90 days but who’s counting), I have been amazed that there        
is no shortage of doers and shakers at Mountain Harbour.  Volunteers to help our neighbors, 
clean up fallen trees, and take on multiple labor-intensive golf course projects.  Our volunteer 
army is growing by the day.  These types of actions set great examples on how you can build 
stronger communities and are contagious (in a good way).   
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We are seeing the golf course in wonderful shape and an increase in play and membership. We 
are seeing more visitors driving around checking us out and there is increased real estate 
activity in the area as more people are escaping bigger cities.   
 
While we have a long way to go and better roads and access are still challenging but know that 
there are many residents and golf members thoroughly engaged in building a stronger 
community.  Afterall, the world is changed by your examples, not your opinions.  

 

 


